
Illex Tricoroll 70 SHW Lure 7cm 9,5g

Illex

Product number: IL-TRIC-70SHW

The Illex Tricoroll 70 SHW: An innovative lure for 
large trout, salmon and sea trout as well as perch, asp 
and sea bass.

20,69 € * 20,69 €

Illex Tricoroll 70 SHW: The ultimate lure for big fishing 
adventures!

The Illex Tricoroll 70 SHW is a truly ground-breaking lure that is taking anglers' hearts by storm. Developed 
in close co-operation between Jackall and the renowned Illex Stream Master Team, this hardbait is not just a 
simple fishing tackle, but a true master in the art of catching big trout, salmon and sea trout.

Its ‘super-heavy-weight’ designation already reveals its impressive ability to reach deep water sections, 
where the biggest fish lurk, at lightning speed. Despite its high weight, the Tricoroll 70 SHW impresses with 
its incredible responsiveness to even the most subtle movements. Even as it sinks, it seduces with elegant 
oscillations that will not leave even the pickiest fish cold.

With a length of 7 cm and a weight of 9.5 g, this lure offers a perfect balance between size and weight to be 
successful in different waters. Its sinking swimming behaviour allows it to reach the bottom quickly, where 
it unfolds its full potential. It moves at a depth of 0.5 to 1.2 metres, exactly where the large predatory fish 
lurk for prey.

Thanks to its high-quality construction and technical sophistication, the Tricoroll 70 SHW not only 
specialises in trout and salmon, but also delivers impressive results when fishing for asp, perch and sea bass. 
With its front treble mounted on a swivel, it also minimises the risk of losing fish and ensures reliable 
landing of your trophies.



Experience the perfect symbiosis of Japanese engineering and European angling tradition with the Illex 
Tricoroll 70 SHW - a trout wobbler that guarantees you unforgettable fishing experiences and fascinating 
catches.

Features:

Length: 7 cm
Weight: 9,5 g
Swimming behaviour: Sinking
Swimming depth: 0,5 - 1,2 m
Target fish: Perch, sea trout, asp

Experience the perfection of the Illex Tricoroll 70 SHW and increase your fishing success! Order now and 
catch your next trophy!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=1e5f05eac364de32bae5f091adfc3190

